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Beschreibung
DH-MLM v2.1 Features List: 
- Manage affiliates up to 8 levels deep. 
- Set payment amounts at each of these levels in either a flat rate amount or
as a percentage of the item price. 
- Make recurring payments to affiliates as long as they remain a subscriber
to your service (either weekly, monthly, semi-annually and annually). Cancel
at any time they leave. 
- Retrieve refunds from affiliates who have already received a payment for
referring a customer who in turn has requested a refund from you. 
- Cooling off period to allow time before affiliates accounts are credited
(ideal if you have a money back guarantee and do not want to make
payments to the referring affiliate during this time). 
- Cancel payments to affiliates while they are still in the cooling off period. 
- Automatically generated yet fully customisable affiliate pages. 
- Fully customisable header and footer. 
- Ability to set cookie expiry days so affiliates will still get credit for the sale
even if the customer decides to sign up at a later date. The later date must
be within the set cookie expiry days. 
- Sort list of affiliates by activity, sales, name or id. 
- Administrative control panel to manage all affiliates and set preferencesfor
DH-MLM. 
- Affiliate control panel to track statistics and modify contact information. 
- Affiliate ability to email their entire downline to help generate more sales 
- Admin/webmaster ability to email all affiliates from a single form 
- Admin/webmaster ability to customise automated emails to affiliates when
they sign up, generate a sale, lost their password or referred another
affiliate. 
- 2checkout compatible 
- Paypal IPN compatible 
- Affiliate Ad Tracker for affiliates to track the success of their advertising
efforts. 
- Ability for the affiliate to choose which page/product to link to instead of
linking to the main page
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